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3 1. INTRODUCTION 
Motivated by a possible application to some stochastic processes in 
biology, which was pointed out to him by P. Ihm, the first author was 
interested in the Fouriertransforms of measures on the group 2, of n x n 
triangular real matrices with positive diagonal coefficients. He mentioned 
the problem to a very interested second author, and in fact the group 
itself, with coefficients in many possible fields, is very interesting because 
it is a very non-trivial example among the solvable and non-unimodular 
Lie-groups, the analysis of which is very recent and still in progress. 
The purpose of this paper is a study of !$t, i.e. the set of all equivalence 
classes of irreducible unitary representations of &, when the matrix 
coefficients are either in a finite or in a local field K, and the diagonal 
coefficients in a closed subgroup K ** of the multiplicative group K* of K 
(a field for us is always commutative). This is not an easy task. If we 
stop for a moment at the particular unipotent case (i.e. K**= {l}), and 
specialize K =E& J. DIXMIER ([2]) constructed enough representations 
(called “la serie principale”) to give the Plancherel formula, but ac- 
knowledged : “la recherche de toutes les representations unitaires irredu- 
cibles de & ne semble pas facile”. Afterwards A. A. KIRILLOV ([3]), 
using Lie-algebra theory, gave a classification (parametrization) of the 
representations of the unipotent group and his method has been extended 
later by L. AUSLANDER and B. KOSTANT ([l]) to type I solvalbe Lie groups 
and finally by L. PUKANSZKY ([7]) t o all solvable Lie groups. But these 
results are in general not constructive: on the one side they do not yield 
in general the whole dual of the group, on the other side they do not 
allow to construct systematically the parametrized representations. 
Therefore they were quite inadequate for our purposes of studying Fourier- 
transforms. (We also note that these methods do not work if the field K 
has non-zero characteristic and probably also not if K is non-archi- 
median). Opposite to this, our method is limited to one particular (but 
important) type of groups but is theoretically completely constructive, 
actually allows to construct the whole dual of R, if the dual of j&-i and 
of some of its natural subgroups have been constructed, and goes through 
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when K is either a finite or a local field and K** any closed subgroup 
of K*. Of course for large n, the construction becomes very unattractive. 
Essential in the construction is the method of induced representations 
of locally compact second-countable groups of G. W. MACKEY, and specially 
his results on semi-direct products ([5], [S]). 
$ 2 exposes the construction of 9:: the varions orbits and associated n 
stability groups aregiven in (2.14) and (2.15), completed by (2.16) and (2.17) 
for determining the representations of the stability groups, which are to 
be used later on. These stability groups do not depend on the particular 
choice of the closed subgroup K** of K*. In case K =I& and $?% is uni- 
potent, the degrees of the irreducible representations appear as powers 
of q, rather than p (if q=pa, p prime). 
Not everything is solved in an elegant way in $ 2. For example, the 
induced representations according to G. W. Mackey become soon (in fact 
already in case 9s) very unhandy actions of the group on very complicated 
Hilbert spaces of infinite-dimensional vector space-valued functions. The 
equivalence of such representations to more manageable ones in La-spaces 
of complex-valued functions is not always trivial, for example, the iso- 
morphism Ls(X; La( Y; Cl)) g Lz(X x Y; Q) could not take care alone of 
this equivalence. Therefore the theory of $ 3 has been developed and its 
main Theorem 3.3. must be applied in constructing 9; in 3 4 as a set 
of representations in La-spaces of complex-valued functions. This theorem, 
which is a consequence of Mackey’s theorem “on inducing in stages”, 
could be reformulated to be applied in the same way to 9: and should 
be also very useful in constructing 5% for n> 4. 
In 3 4 we have constructed 9; and 9: for K=B and K**=B+* (=the 
positive multiplicative subgroup of B), because this is the most inter- 
esting case for the application to biological statistics. Due to this special 
situation, a quite natural way could be followed in determining quasi- 
invariant measures on quotient spaces. Only the most essential steps of the 
construction are mentioned. We have assumed that the reader should 
already have some acquaintance with induced representations. S?!G is given 
in (4.2) ready to be used in the construction of $?g, and 8; is given in (4.21). 
We intend to use these results later in order to search for a kind of 
Plancherel formula for these non-unimodular groups. The abstract form 
is recently given by A. KLEPNER and R. L. LIPSMAN ([4]). 
3 2. THE METHOD OF CONXTRUCTING 3X. 
Let K be a locally compact separable field and K** a closed subgroup 
of the multiplicative group K* of K. Matrix coefficients in K will be 
indicated by small latin letters with two indices. 
Then : 
(2.1) 9%: ={yI~=(y~~lij)~,~:~, ygj E K, yii E K**, yif=O for j<i> 
with the usual matrix multiplication and n en. 
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In order to obtain Ri, i.e. the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible 
unitary representations of !&, knowing those of 9r and of some of its 
subgroups for p <n, one proceeds as follows : 
Any element gn of 9% can be factorized in the following way uniquely: 
1 
: =gCl) 
n 
: =g(Z) 
12 
The factors g,(i) form the center 2, g K** of &,, the factors g,(s) 
form a commutative normal subgroup N, z Kn-1 of $%, and the factors 
g,(s) form a subgroup H, z Rn-1 of R,. We have obviously: 
(2.3) 
f&=.Z,N,H,, with (ZnNn) n Hn=Z, n N,=(e), 
e = neutral element. 
If G is a topological group and A and B closed subgroups of G, we use 
the notations : 
G= A x B means G is the direct product of A and B, 
(2.4 
G=A @ B means G is the semi-direct product of A and B. 
So it follows obviously from (2.2) and (2.3) that: 
$?n=.Zn~(Nn @Hn)=(ZnxNlt) @Hn=Nm O(z,xH,), 
(2.5) 
with Hn E @n-1. 
The irreducible unitary representations of 2, (i.e. the characters of K**) 
being one-dimensional, the tensorproducts of these representations with 
the irreducible unitary representations of N, @ Hn will be, according 
to (24, irreducible unitary representations of Qn, and hence, obviously, 
will furnish the whole Qt. The problem is hence reduced to finding 
(N, @ Hn)^= (Km-1 @ &,-i)A, the construction of which we shall now 
explain : 
(2.6) 
n, n’ E N,&h, h’ E H,=s(nh)(n’h’)=n(?in’k1)h?z’= 
= (nzh(n’))(hh’), where rh : = N, 3 n’ I-3 th(n’) = hn’ h-l 
is a continuous automorphism of N,. 
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It follows from (2.6) that the following mapping transforms Ni into itself: 
The character x o rh is called the transform of x by the element ?i of H,. 
Following G. W. Mackey we then define for every fixed x in NZ: 
(2.8) 0,:={0j0=x orb for some h in H,), called the orbit of x (under Hn) 
(2.9) Hx : = (hi% o Zh =X} called the stability group of X (in H%). 
Since for every fixed g in N, the mapping 8!n 3 h I+ x o Zh(g) is con- 
tinuous, H, is obviously a closed subgroup of &. Furthermore it follows 
obviously from (2.6) and (2.9) that for every 3~ in Ni and every L in Hz 
the mapping : 
N, @ H, 3 n’ @ h I+ x(d) 0 L(h) 
(8 means the outer Kronecker product) is an irreducible unitary repre- 
sentation of N, @ H,. 
Let us denote by U * the induced representation (X @ L)N~, T N,H,. 
Then the construction of (N, @ Hn)” is clearly indicated by the following 
two theorems, which are particular cases of [5], Theorem 14.1, pp. 131-132, 
or equivalently of [6], Theorems A and B, pp. 42-44. 
THEOREM 2.1. For every x in Nt and every L in Hi, UxL is an irre- 
ducible (unitary) representation of N, @ H,. If xi and x2 lie in the same 
orbit, then every UxlL is equivalent to some ?P*, M E H&. Let C be a 
subset of Ni which contains just one number of each orbit. Then, if x 
varies in C and L varies in Hi, the irreducible representations UXL are 
mutually inequivalent. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that it is possible to choose the subset C of 
N& which meets each orbit just once, in such a fashion that C is a Bore1 
subset of Ni. Then every irreducible unitary representation of N, @ H, 
is equivalent to some FL, x E C, L E Hi. 
Let us now determine those orbits and stability groups. Using the 
notations (2.2) we have, according to (2.6), that: 
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i.e. using the vector space isomorphisms N, 3 g,(s) I+ gn@) E Km-1 and 
H, 3 gnt3) I+ L8,(3) E P(Kn-1, Km-l), we get: 
(2.10)’ $&h(2)) =-b,(S,(g?~(~)), &T~(S) 
being represented by the matrix of g,(s). 
We shall now show that the interpretation (2.10)’ of the action of H, 
on Nn allows us to determine the orbits for a large class of fields K for 
which any continuous character y of the additive group of Kn-1, i.e. any 
continuous group homomorphism KS-1 E x I+ (x, y) 3 T (= circle group) 
can be represented by a (continuous) K-linear form K”-1 E x I+ (Zy, x) 3 K. 
This class will include all local (i.e. non-discrete locally compact) fields 
and all finite fields. 
Putting ~=any non-trivial continuous character of K, 
(2.11) (x, (L x>) = (y, 4, y E NG = V+)^ 
defines a group isomorphism y + ZY between Ni = (K*)(+l) and the (con- 
tinuous) linear dual K@-1) of K@-1). 
Consider now &(3) of (2.10)’ as an element of $P(K@-1), K@-1)). Then, 
because of (2.11), its transpose %Ba(3) acts on any y = (~1, . . ., y,-1) in 
Ni = (K^)“-1 g K@-1) (by multiplication with the transposed matrix) and 
hence, identifying y and l?, we get: 
t2.12) y o %',(3)bd2))= (x, <y, -h,W(th'2')>)= (x, (t~~,(8d7), gnc2'>). 
This yields all the orbits, namely: 
(2.13) 0, = {t&7,C8) ylgn(3) E: H, C GL-l(K) 
Putting the notations (2.2) into (2.13) yields : 
(2.13)’ O,= / 
y1 Y;,,-1+Y2 y;.,-1+ .-* +Yn-1 Yh-1-vl- 
y; E K”” 
y& E K 
_C Kn-1. 
Let C* be a regular Bore1 section of K* with respect to K**, i.e. C* is 
a Bore1 subset of K* such that K*/K** is in bijeotion with {cK**I.s E C*> 
(such a C* exists, since K** is a closed subgroup of K*, because of [5], 
lemma 1.1 pp. 102-103), and let jC*I or IK*/K**j denote the cardinal 
of K*/K**. Then we deduce from (2.13)’ that: 
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1 There are Ig*/K**l(n-- l)+ 1 different orbits in NG =R”-1, 
i 
namely the orbits 
(2.14) / 
i( 
O,r= (0) of the element oy = 0 of K”-1, 
0,g = {PI/3 E Kn-i, 8= 0 for j < k, pk E .&**) of the element 
E&y = (di, $2:; of P-1, 
where cY$jr~ = Kronecker symbol, 1 G k < n - 1, E E C* 
i.e. we have chosen one element in each orbit such that these elements 
form the set 
12-l 
(2.14)’ c := u {e.sy=(djkE)in_;lI& E c*> 
k=O 
which is obviously a Bore1 subset of K+1 since C* is a Bore1 subset of K*. 
The respective stability groups of the elements of C do not depend on 
&EC*, i.e. we have only n stability groups, namely: 
Her = Hn, associated with oy = 0 E C 
(2.15) H*Y = {y’ly’ E H,, y&.=&j for jz k}, associated with the subset 
{E.k~=(~~~~)~~~l~~C$) of C, lgkgn-1. 
One can now summarize the present situation as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If K is any topological field, then Nk is a &-r-space, 
i.e. a topological space on which $?+I c H, acts as a group of continuous 
transformations (given by (2.7) and (2.10)). Furthermore if K is a local 
or finite field, this action on Ni, considered as a vector space, is linear 
through the transposition of the representing matrices of L&i (see (2.13) 
and (2.13)‘) and separates N;Z into IK*/K**[ (n- I)+ 1 different orbits 
(2.14), associated with only n stability groups (see (2.15)), which do not 
depend on the particular choice of the closed subgroup K** of K*. In 
particular & may be unipotent. Finally 
(Nn 0 f&J’= {(GY B U) N,,lQy t N,,H,,j&’ E c, u E Hiy). 
REMARK. The above construction and results can still be generalized. 
In fact assume now that the diagonal coefficients yik of the elements 
of H, lie in an arbitrary closed subgroup Ki* of the multiplicative group 
K* of K, and let C,* be a regular Bore1 section of K* with respect to Kk**, 
liken-1. Then (2.14) and (2.14)’ remain valid if K** is replaced by 
Kk** and C* by C,*, l<lc<n-1. For each k, l<lc<n-1, we now get 
[K” : K;*] = IK*/K;*j d’ff 1 erent orbits, whereas the associated n stability 
groups (2.15) remain unchanged. Hence, taking the factorization (2.2) 
into account, 2, could have been defined with yjj E Kr* if Kj** > K3*+$1 
for 1 <j<n- 1. 
12 Indagationes 
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To end this paragraph, the construction of the H$, 0 < lc <n - 1, remains 
to be described. But using the same factorization as in (2.2), let 
then we deduce from (2.15) that for 1~ Ic Q n - 1, any element h from 
H.v has the form 
(2.16) 1 Yk-1 
. 
YL, k-l 
0 
. 
Yk+l*k+l 
0 *i 
* YL--2.73-1 
1 
-yil yi2 . * . . . . . . . .y;& o- 
. . . . 
Y;-l. k-1 * * - - * * Y;-l& b 
y;:;,,-, 0.. . .o 0 
Yi+l.k+l’ . &+1.n-2 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 - Yi-2. n-2 0 
0 1 
The third factors of (2.16) form a group isomorphic to a subgroup ai-, 
of &-s, which is defined by: 
g-2: =(ylyE Q~-~, ykj=o for j>k}, l<k<n--2, and 9:::: =%-s. 
So by referring to (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5) it follows from (2.15) and (2.16) 
that : 
Ha SG &.-2, 
(2.17) 
So if we have already obtained the irreducible unitary representations 
of L2, ng-, for 2 < Ic < n - 2, and of $?+I, we apply the already explained 
inducing construction to the semi-direct products of (2.17) and so we get 
all the Hz,,, 0 <k < n - 1. Finally it should be noted that for any L E Hiy = Hi, 
we have that: 
(2.18) Id ((0~) @L) N~H~~~N,H,,zz(oY)@L on NnHn=L on Hn. 
5 3. A THEOREM ON EQUIVALENCE OF INDUCED UNITARY REPRESEN- 
TATIONS 
Let G be a locally compact second countable group, N a normal com- 
mutative subgroup of G. Assume that G= N @ (B @ H), NH and BH 
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closed in G, and H being a closed normal subgroup of BH. Take now 
any fixed y in NA. Then, for each a E N, the mapping B @ H 3 x2 @ x3 I-+ 
I-+ &(x2x3) : =&z(x2) : =y( x2 axa-1) is a well defined function on BH. 
Let now A! be a closed subgroup of H, and let Q be a unitary represen- 
tation of M in a separable Hilbert space. Then we have the following 
lemma (which is true under more general conditions, but the reader can 
easily drop the superfluous conditions if he wants to). 
LEMMA 3.1. The mapping 
37 3 a I+ TM : = (Wnd QM t BH) 3 f I-+ T,(a) f : =&f), 
where by definition (&f)(x)=&(x) f(x) f or XE BH, is a continuous unitary 
representation of N on R(Ind &MT BH). 
PROOF. Let V:=IndQ M BH and take any f E R(V), i.e. f is any a.e. t 
defined Bore1 function BH t-s- R(Q) ( since R(Q) is separable we do not 
have to distinguish between strong and weak measurability), such that 
xi EM & x E BH * f(xlx)=Q(xl) f(x) and such that 
where ,u is a suitable quasi invariant measure on (BH)/M. Then q&f is 
obviously also an a.e. defined Bore1 function BH I+ R(Q) satisfying (be- 
cause QSa does not depend on xi EM) the conditions : xi EM & x E BH + (&f) 
(~14 =Mxlx) fhx) = b(x) Q(a) f(x) =&(a) b(x) f(x) =Q(xd((rbaf)W) (we 
used the linearity of &(x1)), and Ilhdx) f(x)hQ) = iif(x)ihQh and hence 
ll~afllwY = Ilfllwb 
This shows at once that &f E R(V) and that T,,(a) is a well defined 
unitary operator on R(V). Furthermore TY: a I+ T,(a) is obviously a 
representation on N of R(V). Finally, since (a, x2) I+ 44x2) = y(xs ax+) 
is uniformly continuous on each W x K, W= compact neighborhood in 
N and K= compact set in B, it is obvious that for each f in R(V), the 
mapping a I--f T,(a)f = & f is a continuous mapping N I-+ R(V). 
REMARK. We call Ti the unitary multiplier on R(Ind QM t BH) induced 
by the element y E NA. For the following proposition we specialize M on 
H and denote in this special case Q by U. For y E NA and f E R(Ind UH t BH), 
let yf be the mapping NBH I-+ R(U), which is defined by: N 3 xi & BH 3 
3 x =+- (yf)(xlx)=y(xl) f(x). Then we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If y E NA has stability group including H, then the map 
8,: R(Ind UH t BH) 3 f I+ yf E R(Ind (y @ U)NH t NBH) 
is an intertwining operator making the representations T,(Ind UH t BH) 
and Ind(y @ U)NH~ NBH of the group NBH unitarily equivalent. 
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PROOF. Let V: =Ind UH t BH and W: = Ind(y @ U)NH t NBH, and let 
dx2 denote a positive right Haar measure on B. Then R(V) = {flf=a.e. 
defined Bore1 mapping BH I+ R(U) such that B @ H 3 x2 x3 =+ f(xz x3) = 
= U(x2 x3 x2-i) f(x2) and sJ]]f(x2)]&,, dx2 < oo}, and R( W) = (h/F, = a.e. defined 
Bore1 mapping NBH I+ a @ R(U) = R( U) such that iV @ (B @ H) 3 
3 x1x2x3 ~h(x~22~3)=~(~1)h(~2~3), with /4x2x3)= U(x2x3x2--l)h(x2) and 
BJ IlQ4ll&, dx2< 001, i.e. R(W) = Wlf E -WV)), and Ill/fhw) = Ilfll~c~ i.e. 
the operator S, : R( V) EI f I--+ yf E R( W) is an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces. 
Then using the unique factorization N @ (B @ H) EI y=yly2y3, yl E N, 
y2 E B, y3 E H, we get 
Rt W 3 rf ==+ ( Wb aza3) Yf )( xlx2X3)=(Yf)(XlX2X3%a2a3)= 
but 
whereas 
=Y(Xl)Y(xzX3alX3-lXZ-l) f(xzx3aza3), fg&‘CT); 
f E R(V) ~f(X2X~a2~3)=(V(azas)f)(xaxs), 
since H is a normal subgroup of BH and H C stability group of y. Hence 
with our previous notations we get: 
(W(~l~2~3)(l/f))(X1X2X3)=Y(X1)~al(X2)(~(~2~3)f)(X2X3)~ 
i.e. because of the previous lemma: 
W(m ax a&f) = (y)(T&d V@z aa)f ), T&l) V(wdf E R( V), 
i.e. 
N @ (B @ H)suIu~u~&R(V)S f ==+ W(alcc2u3)Syf=SyIP,(aBu3)f, 
which completes the proof of the proposition. 
REMARK. Of course the proposition is also true if the positions of the 
subgroups B and H are interchanged. 
As stated before the lemma, let now again M =closed subgroup of H 
and Q=unitary representation of M in a separable Hilbert space. Let 
U : =Ind QM t H. Then it follows from the theorem on inducing a repre- 
sentation in stages of G. W. MYACKEY ([5], theorem 4.1., p. 113) that 
Ind UH t BH= Ind (Ind QM t H)H t BH and Ind QM t BH are two unitarily 
equivalent representations of BH. Starting from the proof of G. W. Mackey 
and the preceeding lemma and proposition we now establish the following 
theorem : 
THEOREM 3.3. (i) For any y E N^, 
T,(Ind(Ind QM t H)H t BH) and Tdnd QM t BH) 
are two unitarily equivalent representation of the group NBH. 
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(ii) If we assume furthermore that the stability group of y includes B, 
then 
T&~&M? BH) and In+ @ (Ind &MT H))NH~NBH 
are two unitarily equivalent representations of the group NBH. 
PROOF. Let again V: =Ind UH r BH, and let 8: =Ind QM $ BH. First of 
all it follows from Lemma 3.1. that Ty is a well defined continuous unitary 
representation of N on R(2) (respectibely R(V)). In order to prove the 
equivalence of 2 and V, G. W. MACKEY ([5], pp. 107-113) defines a unitary 
intertwining operator S from a dense subset X of R(2) into R(V) and then 
shows that the unique continuous extension of S to the whole R(Z) 
maps R(Z) onto R(V). We shall now prove that such an S commutes 
with Ty, but to do this we need precise definitions of X and S. Hence let: 
(1) 
1 
Co : = the linear space of all continuous mapping BH I-+ R(Q), 
with compact support. 
Then G. W. MACKEY shows ([5], Lemma 3.1. pp. 107-108) that for each 
f E Co there is a unique mapping fo: BH I-+ R(Q) such that: 
(2) ~J((&(+))(f@4), ~1 Wm) = (fO(4, v), 7% E BH, VTJ E R(Q), 
where v is a positive right Haar measure on M, and such that fs is con- 
tinuous and in R(Z) (for any quasi invariant measure on (BH)/M). 
Then let: 
(3) CQO: = {fO/f f c/J>. 
Finally, following G. W. Mackey, we define: 
(4) X: = ( i Z(s,) f& E n, si E BH, fi E C&. 
i=l 
Of course Coo and X are linear spaces. G. W. Mackey has shown that 
such an X is dense in R(Z). We are now going to show that X is stable 
for Ty, any y e NA, i.e. that: 
(5) ~EN~&~EN&~EX=+T,(~)~EX. 
The operation of T,,(a) is multiplication by a continuous complex 
function, hence T,(a) operates on Co, i.e. Co is stable for TY. 
Hence f E Co =+ T,(a) f = & f E Co and 
(@af)O(x)> v) = MS((Q(m-l))((~af)(mx)), ~1 Mm) = MS((&W~M~~ 
i(m ~1 Mm) =b&) nd((Q(~-Wf(~4L v) Wm) =4&d 
(f”@L4 = (#~a(4 f”b4, 4 = ((&zf”k4, 4, vx E BH, Bv E R(Q), 
because &(mx) =&(x) and Q(m-1) is a linear operator on R(Q), FTm E M. 
Hence &f”= (&f)O, i.e. Coo is stable for T,(a), a EN. Finally, to show 
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that X is stable for T,(a), any a in N, it is sufficient, since X and T,(a) 
are linear, to take an element x out X of the form x=2(s)/, s E BH, f E GgO. 
Then asN &f ECgO++,f ECgO and 
where e is a positive Bore1 function on BH of G. W. Mackey, associated 
with the chosen quasi invariant positive measure on BHIM. Next 
t, s E BH + t = tz t3 s =ss ss uniquely for t3, ss in H. Hence 
$b$s) = &z(tz t3 82 83) = &&z sz(s2-1 t3 ‘92) 83) = $4$2 sz), 
since H is a normal subgroup of BH and according to the definition of c&. 
Finally, since N is a normal subgroup of NBH, 
&z(ts) = (h&z 82): = y((tzS2) apa sz)-1) = y@z(sz mz-1) tz-1) = $ba,(tz) =&z,(t), 
where a, = sz asa- E N. Hence we conclude that Z(s)(& f ) = $a8 Z(s) f, or 
equivalently that &Z(s) f =Z(s)(&I f), with $a,-1 f E CQO. 
So we have proved (5), i.e. that X is stable for Ty, any y in NA. The 
intertwining operator S is then defined on the dense subspace X as follows : 
first for f E X and x E BH we define : 
(6) fx: =H 3 Y I-+ MYX))* (e&d)-‘f(H E Wi?)> 
where ~1 is a positive Bore1 function on H associated with the chosen 
positive quasi invariant measure on HIM. Then G. W. Mackey has 
shown that fx is in R(Ind QM t H): = R(U). Hence x I-+- fi: is a mapping 
BH I-+ R(U), and G. W. Mackey has shown then that (x I-+ fi) is in 
R(V): =R(Ind U H t BH). Then the intertwining operator S: X I-+ R(V) is 
defined by: 
(7) SZX3f i+ (x --f fx) E R(V). 
Take now any y E NA and any a E N. We shall now show that: 
(8) T,(a) and S commute on the whole space R(2). 
Take first any f in X. Then T,(a) f EX because of (5), and S(T,(a) f) = 
=X(&f): =BH 3 x I’-+ (&f)x, where 
(+af)z: =Hs Y l--f (~af)(~x)(el(~~))~(el(y))-~=~a(yx)f(yx)(el(yx))~(el(Y))-’ 
= b&P4 f&d = ha4 t(Y), 
the last equality following from the definition of & and the normality 
of the subgroup H of BH. 
Hence, (&f )$ = &(x) f%, B x in B, can be put in the expression here above 
of S(T,(a) f), and this yields: 
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Hence XT,(a)=T,(a)S on the dense subspace X of R(Z). Since S and 
T(a) are both continuous, they also commute on the whole space R(Z), 
and (8) is proved. 
Using now (S), the unique factorization N @ BH 3 a=ala2, a1 E N, 
a2 E BH, and the already mentioned theorem of G. W. Mackey, we get: 
(9) 
i 
y E NA =+ S((T,Z)(a)) = S(T&l))(&d) = T,(m) fJ(Z(m)) = 
= T,(al) V(m) S = (Ty V)(a) S, Ta E NBH. 
This proves the first part of the theorem. To prove the second part, 
we assume that the stability group of y includes H and use then the 
transitivity of equivalence relations to combine the first part of this 
theorem with Proposition 3.2. 
3 4. THE CONSTRUCTION OF $?i AND $I!; FOR K=l$ AND K**=@+*. 
1. Table of $i 1). 
We have constructed 9; as indicated in $ 2 and in the following table 
(4.2) of $?,A we use the identification 
all a12 a= 
( > 0 a22 
for any element of 92 and the following notations: 
1 
f =function on I&+* =5 fa : =I&+* 3 x I-+ f(xa), a E: El+* 
(4.1) Xbi: =I3 3 x I-+ exp (2&z), 01 E B 
Xa log: =@+* 3 x I-+ exp (2niol log x), LY- E B. 
Noting that the orbits are subsets of ‘Ei s Ns, we finally got: 
(4.2) , -Orbit (0) ( one-dimensional representations of the diagonal) : 
\ 
(82 3 a 13 Xplog (a22)X,log (all)I(/%o1) EEi2) 
RA = ; -Orbits B+* and -H+* (infinite-dimensional representations) 
2 
iI 
$23a I-+(L2(li3+*; 9) 3 f I--f x, 1s (a22)(x,,a,l)(f~,,a,-,l)) 
flgB 
I 1 s=fl 
‘\ where .a= + 1 for the orbit H+* and E= - 1 for the orbit -‘Ij+*. 
2. a;. 
According to (2.2) and (2.5) for n = 3, and putting y; : = yil y&l, we have : 
(xL,,:=(r ii” i:i)=diag(ysa)(i 8 !:> (?$ s i), zEz+* 
: =g2(1) : ,g,w : =g3w 
1) 8; is known by other methods. See for example M. A. Neumark “Normierte 
Algebren”, VEB Deutscher Verlag der Wissenschaften, Berlin 1959, pp. 389-390. 
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with g,(l) E 23 g El+*, g3(2) E 33 g X32, g3(3) E H3 g $3, 93 = Z3 x N3 @I H3. 
The orbits in N3 s 33.2 and corresponding stability groups in H3 are given 
by (2.14) and (2.15) for n=3, i.e.: 
I 00,o : = OOY ~(0, 0) with Ho,o: =Hw=H3 
01,o : =01,1r =@+“xl@ 
o-1,0: =0-,,1Y=(-l&+*)xE$ I 
with HI,o=H+~: =H1,p 
(4.4) ( 00,l : =01,2r =(0)x@+" 
= (diag (1, Y;~)IY& E B+*> 
00,-l: =0-~,2r={0}x (-I$+*) : 
with Ho,~=Ho,-I: =H1,g 
=(i$ :“> pYw&*) 
\ eda OH2rB@O+* 
where 
1,1y=(1,0)ER2 , -l,ly=(-1,0)EB2, 1,2y=(0,1)a32, -1,2y=(O, -1)E@2. 
Hence let us use the notation: 
(0~ %,T) : = {Ind ((6 j) 63 L)~v~H~,,~, t I$ H3 
(4.5) 
IL E H;,,v}, 
i,j E {- 1, 0, l} 
i’, j’ E (0, 11. 
Then, according to 2, (4.4) and (4.5), we get: 
I 
9; = 2; @ (N3 @ H3)*, where : 
(4.6) (iV3 @ H3)“=(0 o,o, Ho,01 u (Ol,o, fh,o) u (o-1,0, HI,o) u 
(00,~ HOA) u (00,-l, Ho,l). 
Since, taking (2.18) into account, (OO,O, Ho,o) = H&o=H& and 23 x H3= 
= 2; x 92, where 2; = (diag (1, 1, a3s)jass E a+*}, we have at once that : 
(4.6.1) 2; @ (0 o,o, Ho,o)= (23 x H3)*=2;* @ Ri, 9; given by (4.2). 
Reminding of the notations (4.1) we shall now determine: 
Unfortunately N H s I,O is not a normal subgroup of Ns H3, so that we 
first have to define a quasi-invariant measure on the quotient space: 
(4.7) ‘9Jt3: = (N3 0 Hdl(N3 0 HLO). 
This can of course be done by using the construction of G. W. Mackey, 
i.e. by determining his e-function ([5] pp. 102-107) taking for example 
as regular Bore1 section of N3H3 its closed subgroup HI,O (see (4.9) here 
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below), but we can avoid this tedious task by making use of the present 
special situation, i.e. of the fact that 
(4**) 
I 
Ns @ Hs =Ns @ (Hi,0 @ HO, i), with Ho,1 =normal subgroup 
of Hi,oHo,i and closed in NsHs, 
This implies a unique factorization Na HS 3 x=x1 x2x3, where xi E Ns, 
x2 E Hl,o and x3 E Ho,1 and the commutativity of: 
(4.9) N3 @ H3 3 x=x1%2x3 1 4 -+ x3 E Ho,I, where z is 
the quotient map and $ a Bore1 isomorphism %Rs I+ Ho,1 1). Owing to 
(4.9) one can show that the right translations of (%Tts (generated by the 
induced representation here above of Ns Hs) induces a transformation of 
HO,I for which its right Haar measure is relatively invariant. Hence one 
can pull back this right Haar measure of H 0,i as a quasi-invariant measure 
on ‘9X3. In fact one can show that the representation space R( Vf;J) of 
any Vz;:, E= & 1, is given by: 
where ,u is any positive right Haarmeasure on 33 @ ‘R+* E Ho, I= Ho, -I. 
Let ,6 denote the measure on ‘9X3 obtained by pulling back y from Ho,1 
to 9,X3 and define Pa by Pa(E) =ji(Ea), E = Bore1 set in 823, aE Ns H3; then 
using the unique factorization Ns H33 a = al a2 a3 E NS @ (HI, o @ Ho, I), we 
get the Radon-Nikodym derivative : 
(4.11) 
Then the induced unitary representations we are looking for are given by: 
a I+ @(I’~;~)3 tp I+ /a#ya), 
where E= & 1, DC EM, and ya(x)=y(xa), x, a E N3H3. 
(In fact we see that Q(X) : = lxal defines a e-function of G. W. Mackey 
satisfying Q(x~)=Q(x)&), which corresponds to the fact that the induced 
measure 6 is relatively invarient). 
In writing down the working out of (4.12) we use the natural isomorphism 
(4.10) (we drop th e index p of (4.10) because we may take for ,u any positive 
1) One can in fact easily prove the following proposition: Let G be a metrisable 
group, P and H two subgroups of G such that PA H={e}, G=FH, and PW is 
open in G for each open subset W of H. Then G/3 is homeomorphic and, since G 
is metrisable, also Bore1 isomorphic to H. 
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right Haar measure on B @I I&+*), and we use also the notations (4.1) 
and the following ones: 
~a*: = the restriction of xa to I$+*, cx E IS. 
(x, Y) : = f(x + $2 $4, “:I $4 
, f =function on B @ B+*. 
b2”2 f )(x9 Y) : = f ($2 x9 Y) 
This yields : 
Let e= i 1. Then (O,,~,HI,C,)= 
(4.6.3) 
We shall now determine the last two subsets of (iVa @ Hs)~, (see (4.6)), i.e. 
(4.6.4) 
1 
(00.~~ Ho.I) = {Ind (b.2~) @ L)N~H~,~ t ~~~~ 
ILEH&E(&@H$), E= f 1. 
We note that Ns @ Ho,1 is a closed normal subgroup of Ns @I Ha = 
=iVs @ (HI,~ @ Ho,~), and it is then easy to see (adapting (4.9) and its 
footnote to this case) that ‘9.X;: =NsHs/(Ns H,-,,l) is a topologically iso- 
morphic group to Hl,o E I$+* and will hence carry the Haarmeasure 
(y$J-rdz& (denoted by dys) of Hr,s. 
H$, 1 z (Ns @Hz)& has been worked out in our construction of $?I$ in fact : 
i &1=(H6,1)1 u (H&1)2, where 
(4.14) 
’ 1 
(HC, 111 c Hi = {diag (a;,, l)la;; E II+*}* s (B+*)‘” 
I 
(Hii 1)s = ((Ind X&I, t N~H~I~= rt l} 
=(Ho,13a=a I-+ (L2(B+*; Q) 3 f I-+ (X8.&)(fa;J)IE= + q. 
According to this splitting up (4.14) of H$, 1 into two subsets, we have: 
(4.65) PO,,, Ho,~=(O~,,,HO,I)~ u (Oo,s,H~,1)2, where: 
a) (OO.~, Ho,dl= (Ind (by) @ (xa log)h,~,~, t iv3~3 
lxct log E H; s (El*+)^>=: {U$a d?\), E= zk 1. 
One finds out that the representation space R(U$) is given by: 
(4.15) w:;J) = L2y) @ LyEi+* ; 4) 0 (XL% log ) SE L2(B+’ ; a,, 
where we have used the fact that Hl,o commutes with HZ = {diag (x;;, 1, l)l 
I$‘, E ‘P$+*}. Then using the fact that H a,1 is a normal subgroup of HS = Hl,o. 
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Ho, 1, and using our previous notations (4.1) and (4.13) and the isomorphism 
(4.15), we find out that: 
(4.6.6) (OO.~, Ho,& = {N3 &I 3 a I-+ (D(Ei+*; Cl) 3 f I+ 
xa log (a~J(xe*;,)(fa;,))l A! E xl}, E = f 1. 
b) (00,~~ Ho,lh= {Ind ((44 @ L)N~H~,~ t N~H~IL E (H&1)2) 
operate in a rather complicated way in unhandy Hilbert spaces of infinite- 
dimensional valued functions. The replacement of these representations 
by equivalent ones in D-spaces of complex valued functions is not trivial, 
in particular it is not sufficient to use the isomorphism ,52(X; D(X; a)) s 
~Lyxxx;q). 
Therefore we have developed the theory of 3 3. In applying our theorem 
in that paragraph, we specify N on Ns, B on Hl,o, H on Ho,1 s N2 @ Hz, 
A! on N2 g B, y on &,zY, and & on the character x,, of Na. Since the 
representation spaces R(Q) and R(Ind QN~ t N~HJ are obviously separable, 
the assumptions of the theorem are satisfied. This yields: 
(4.16) 
1 
(00.~~ 130,1)2= {Ind (by) ~3 ((Ind xh2 t N~H~))N~H~,~ t N~H~IV = f I>, 
={Tw(Vnd x9h2t~&lq= il>, E= k 1, 
with R(T,2y((Ind x~)N~ t HJ) =R((Ind x~)N~ t HJ: = (fif=a.e. defined com- 
plex Borelfunction on H3 s.t. Hs=HI,o @ (N2 @ Hz)3 ~~x~~~+f(z2x3x4)= 
=f(~2~3~2-~~2~4)=X~(~zx3xz-~)f(x2x4) and H~,~H~SI~(XZ, x~)I~~(xz, 24)<~), 
where d(x2, x4) may be assumed to be the richt Haarmeasure x~’ x,~c&~ dxas 
on Hl,oHz E (n+*)2, since Ns is a closed normal subgroup of Ha (compare 
with (4.9) and its footnote). 
Hence, defining : 
(4.17) 
8,: =x=X2x3x4 I+ x&2~3~2-1) 
2: = (Id %)N~ $ H3 
we have for the representation space: 
(4.18) W) = 8, @ JJ2((B+*)2; 4) = L2((B+*)2 ; cl). 
Finally, since the operation of the representation T,~Y of Ns on R(Z) 
means the multiplication by a complex function, this operation commutes 
with the multiplication by 8, ; hence using the unique factorizations 
N3H3sa=alaza3a4~N3 @(HI,o @(N2 @Hz)) 
and 
we get: 
f.J3 3 x'=x2%3x4 EHl,O @ (N2 0 Hz), 
(4.19) 
W) 3f ==+- ((7'~.2~~)(~)f)(~)=(~~,2~(~1))~(m~3~4)f(~~~3~4) 
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In order to work out (4.19) we complete our previous notation with 
the following ones: 
1 @ f: (R++“Y 3 (x, y) I-+ f(y), for f =function on a+* 
(4.20) 
f”: (‘R+*)” 3 (x, y) I+ f(xy-I), for f =function on X@+* 
h,, b: (Xl+*)2 3 (x, y) I+ h(xa, yb), for “;,=~$~+~,~ (‘+*j2 
1 2 
Then working out the matrix products in (4.19), noting that yi(z&)-i= 
=ytliig&l, using the notations (4.1), (4.13) and (4.20), and using the iso- 
morphism R(2) G Ls((@+*)s; 4) of (4.18), we finally got: 
(00.0 flo,1)2={NsH33 a= I+ (L2((@+*)2; 4) 3 f I+ 
(4.6.7) 
> 
! (1 63 x6a;3)(x,a~2kl&, - l)“)cf&&-~:,))lr = rf: I>, E= It 1. 
In conclusion the sets (4.6.1), (4.6.3), (4.6.6) and (4.6.7) yield the set 
(iVs @ Hs)* of (4.6), i.e. yield 8; modulo the center 23 of 93. The set 
n;=-q 8 (N3 OH3) A is then put together in the following table. 
(4.21) Table of $I!;. all a12 a13 
Keeping in mind the identification a= 0 aa2 ~~33 
( > 0 0 a33 
for any element a of 5? 3, and the notations (4.L), (4.13) and (4.20), we 
have the following subdivision of 2; according to the various orbits in 
N: =X32: 
- Orbit OO,O = ((0, 0)). 
(1) (93 3 a I+ xv log (a33) XS log (a221 Xa log (adl(r, P, 01) E B3), 
which form the expected one-dimensional representations of the diagonal. 
(2) 1 {Q3 3 a I+ F2(B+* ; &1) 3 f I+- Xy 1% @33) xy log(a22)(Xlla,,~~~)(f~~~~~l))l 
(y,P) E’R2, q= h 1). 
- Orbits O+i,s=B+* xl& and O-i,o=(-@+*) x@. 
1 
{a33aI~(L2(~O~+*;q)3f I+ 
(3) Xylog(a33) XS log(a22) a!%xsa23a~1 69 X~=~",,,,,l)(z,,,-,l(fa,,a,l,a,,a,-,l)))/ 
(Y,B)EB2, 8=&l} 
where a= +l for O+i,o and E= -1 for O-l,o. 
- Orbits Oo,+i = (0) x l!$+* and 00,-l = (0) x (-@+*). 
(4) 
{Lit3 3 a I+ (L2(& *; &1) 3 f I+ xr h&33) xa 10g(ad(xEa23a~1) f%,&)l 
(Y,&)EQ2, &=&I). 
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where C= + 1 for Oo,+l and E= -1 for 00,-l. 
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Added in the proof. 
After the preparation of the manuscript we were kindly informed by A. A. 
Kirillov that our method might not yield the whole dual of $Zn, unless n < 14. 
In fact, the stabilizers (cf. § 2) become soon (after four induction steps) much 
more complicated than we supposed. However, even for n>14, our method yields 
more than any other ‘Lconstructive” method we know. 
